1,000,000 Ringside Seats!

by Russ Ratchet

The next world's championship prizefight may be held in your neighborhood theater! Or perhaps it will be the Kentucky Derby, the Rose Bowl football classic—or even a battle of the World War!

Theater television has become an actuality. Before so very long, you may be able to relax in a seat of your corner movie house and view the World Series, as it is actually being played, televised on a regulation size motion picture screen.

The Radio Corporation of America demonstrated that this can be done at a recent exhibition at the New Yorker Theater, New York City. An invited audience of celebrities of the sports and theater world sat in the showhouse and saw the Billy Soose-Ken Overlin match as it was being fought in nearby Madison Square Garden.

Giant images of Soose and Overlin, 20 feet tall, were projected on the screen. The audience, of nearly a thousand, saw the blow by blow fight as though they were actually standing in the ring. Trained sports reporters, in addition, gave them a blow by blow description of the scrap, and “three-dimensional” sound equipment, through a special installation, brought them all the crowd noises of the fight so as to create an almost perfect illusion of being at the ringside.

A board of sports and theater experts at the special theater television preview agreed that it would not be long until hundreds of theaters all over America would be equipped with similar television projectors. When that is done, it will not be unusual to have an...
And you can have one of those ringside seats, right in your neighborhood theater! Television has proven its ability to bring you the great sport spectacles of the day.

An audience of perhaps 1,000,000 fans viewing major sporting events such as the World Series, a championship football game, the Santa Anita Handicap, the National Open golf tournament, or a major prizefight. It is possible that actual battle scenes may be brought into your neighborhood theater on special occasions, they said.

At this demonstration, the Soose-Overlin fight was televised at the ringside, carried to RCA studios by telephone wire, and then carried over another circuit to the theater. It would have been possible for 10,000 other theaters to have shown the same fight simultaneously had the circuit been extended and the theaters properly equipped.

T. F. Joyce, vice-president of RCA Manufacturing Co., announced at the showing that a television cable already has been installed between New York and Philadelphia.

Mr. Joyce pointed out that a theater television program could be made up of three different types of entertainment: 1. Live talent—such as a New York stage show; 2. Special newsreel or movie projections; 3. “Spot” news events, such as prizefights or football games.

“All that is necessary for such programs to appear in your theaters is for some agency to organize a television program service,” Mr. Joyce said. “RCA is prepared to provide the equipment.”

John Kilpatrick, president of the Madison Square Garden Corp., declared he had no doubt but that theater television would become a paying venture from the point of view of showmanship.

“We invariably sell out for boxing, basketball, the horse show, dog show, hockey, the circus, and other events,” he said. “There must be millions of other fans over the country who would welcome the chance to attend Garden shows at the price of a movie ticket. We have at least sixty-five attractions of definite box office appeal running for a total of more than 200 days, which would be available for television programs. Theater television would make possible the establishment of Madison Square Garden branches throughout the country, increasing our present seating capacity of 25,000 to a million or more.”
At its special preview of theater television, RCA "shot" the Soose-Overlin fight with a mobile television unit using special telephoto lens. Television cameras caught the light impulses and parabolic microphones picked up the sound. Together, these light and sound impulses were conveyed by telephone wires to NBC studios in Radio City, and from there were relayed to the New Yorker Theater over a balanced telephone wire.

At the theater the signals were "unmixed," the sound impulses directed to a battery of "three-dimensional" loudspeakers placed on four sides of the theater, and the light impulses were routed to the special projector.

The theater television projector, which looks like a steel drum, is 34 inches in diameter and 34 inches long.

Inside it is the kinescope, a big television tube built to handle 60,000 to 70,000 volts, supplied by a high voltage transformer which stands near the projector.

The televised images materialize on the face of the receiving tube and are cast on a 30-inch concave mirror, which reflects them through a rectifying and magnifying lens to the screen, 60 feet away.

The screen images, 15 by 20 feet in size, are clear and have an easy-to-look-at bluish tint.

The sound operator watches the action on the screen and, to produce the "three-dimensional" sound effect, manipulates the controls so that if an actor is speaking on the right hand side of the screen, the sound comes through loudspeakers on the right wall of the theater.

Cost of equipping a theater for television projection at the present time would be between $25,000 and $30,000, Mr. Joyce estimated. Increased demand, however, would probably pare the cost soon, he said.

Bill Klem, famous baseball umpire, who appeared at the New Yorker television show, was one of the most enthusiastic commen-

Below: This illustration shows how the Soose-Overlin fight was televised. At the left, a television camera man shoots the fight at Madison Square Garden, the picture being transmitted to Radio City over a special telephone wire. From there, it was relayed to the New York Theater on a special balanced telephone line.
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